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NOTES AND SPECIAL MENTION.
Please note that Graters Ford love feast
occurs next Saturday and Sunday June 9,
10. The notice was by mistake of some
one, ommitted in our last two issues.
TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Have you sent your order for supplies for third quarter?
If not we
would urge you to do so at once.
In case of mistakes connected with
your supplies, it would save time if
you would write direct to the publishers at Scottdale, Pa., asking that the
mistake be corrected. We willingly
attend to these matters but to do as
suggested would economize time.

.
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•
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CHANGES IN TREASURERSHIPS.
Conference in organizing the new
boards introduced some changes in
treasurerships which should be noted by all the members of the Brotherhood.
After thirteen years of faithful
service as Treasurer of the Foreign
Missionar
y B o a r d B r o - R M " Climenhaga of Stevensville, Ont., was relieved of that office, and Eld. S. G.
E n l e 4 0 0 4 S p r i n g Garden St., Phila, , ,. „
:. , , . , . . ,
del hia P a
P
'
appointed
m his stead.
The
treasurer of the Beneficiary
Board last year was Eld. Wm. McCulloh, Morrison, 111. His successor is
Eld. H. 0. Musser, of Elizabethtown,
p R p 3
'.',. ','•"'
,
•
*.„
All who may have occasion to
S end money to either of these funds
w m please note these changes.
These are truly days of wonderful
f :
J o t only is the world war
dragging its awful and weary course,
but storms and tornadoes in different sections of the country are taking
a large toll of human life and work* n g i m m e n s e destruction of property.
A day or so ago the report said 238
lives lost and over 1200 wounded in
a half dozen states by these destructive forces.
Many are convinced
that these are the last days and won(jer whether we are not now in the
d a ys of The Great Tribulation. These
m a y be the beginnings of sorrows,
but the days of that period hold
something for this world that far
(Continued on page 5.)
ress
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EDITORIAL.

A BI-WEEKLY
CONFERENCE NOTES. •
RELIGIOUS JOURNAL

It was the editor's privilege to be
present at the recent Conference near
Moonlight, Kans.
Reviewing the
For the exposition of true, practical piety
two weeks and two days between our
and devoted to the spread of
departure from home and our return
Evangelioal truths and the
we are impressed with the thought of
Unity of the church.
how many experiences can be packed
into so brief a period of time.
PUBLISHED IN T H E INTERESTS
We left home on May 9, at 7.10
of t h e
p.
m. and rode all night, arriving at
Brethren in Christ Church
the
Dayton, O., Mission early on the
OF
D. S. A. Canada & F o r e i g n Countries 10th.
Here we had opportunity to
PRINTED B T
see a little of the good work our
The Grantham Printing Company faithful city mission workers are doGrantham, Pa.
ing remaining over one night and the
next day till evening, when we again
Editor:—GEO. DETWILER.
rode all night and arrived at the Chicago Mission on the morning of May
12.
We tarried with the Mission
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
family here until Sunday evening,
SIX MONTHS,
.50
May 13, when another night ride
PER YEAR,
«tl.00
F o r e i g n Countries, # 1 . 2 5 Per Year brought us safely to Des Moines, la.,
(Sample Copies Free.)
where we were entertained hospitably until Tuesday evening May 15,
REMITTANCES SHOULD BE M A D E BY when in company with other brethP. O. M O N E Y O R D E R or B A N K DRAFT.
ren we travelled thru to Kansas
City, Mo., where we met and joined
Entered as Second Class Matter Def. the Conference delegates from Penn£0, 1SI2, at the post odce at Grantham sylvania, Ohio, Ontario, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, under the Act of Mar. 3, Saskatchewan, etc., to the place of
1879.
conference near Detroit, Kans. Here
ample provision for our transportaOFFICE MANAGER
tion
per auto had been made by the
GEORGE DETWHER.
wide awake Kansas brethren and we
m . \ TE:
were soon landed safely at the Bethel
Eld. E. H. HESS,
Grantham, Pa. M. H. where Conference was to conNOTICE:—The date printed after your vene. The date was May 16. Delename on the label denotes the time gations had already arrived and continued to arrive from western, southto which you have paid.
ern and northern points and all were
Keep it in the future.
assigned to quarters in the homes of
the
vicinity as they came and were
1175 Bailey St., is the new address
of the editor.
made comfortable, and felt at home
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among these hospitable people. For
six days from May 17 to May 22, inelusive, the crowds that attended
were fed in the basement of the
church without even being made conscious of the high cost of living. The
commissary department was well
managed thruout, and food and drink
were amply sufficient for all who attended.
Autos, the telephone, the
typewriter, are modern conveniences
which figure largely in the holding of
such conventions, and to do without
them would seem to be distinctly a
hardship.
field
The Sunday School Conference on
the afternoon of the 17th., as also the
ministerial meeting in the evening,
was full of encouragement and inspiration. The addresses were instruc
tive giving evidence of preparation
and forethought, yet above these
there was evidence of the Spirit's illumination. The Sunday School statistics as given gave evidence of a
steady forward march in that branch
of the church's work.
Conference proper convened for organization and business on May 18.
As organized it had for its Moderator Bish. C. C. Burkholder of Upland,
Cal., and as assistants Bishops J. R.
Zook, Des Moines, la., and H. K.
Kreider, Campbellstown, Pa., Bro. I.
J. Zercher, Abilene, Kans., Recording
Secretary with Eld. S. G. Engle,
Philadelphia, Pa., assistant, and Eld.
E. H. Hess, Grantham, Pa., Reading
Clerk, and Eld. V. L. Stump, New
Paris, Ind., assistant.
The organization being completed
the business of Conference was taken
up immediately under the direction
of Bish. C. N. Hostetter, of Washington Boro, Pa., Conference Sec'y pro
tern. On Saturday at 3:30 p. m. the
regular Conference business was ad-

3

journed and the communion services
taken up in which solemn service
many took part in the evening. On
Sunday A. M. worship and preaching
was engaged in and in the afternoon
a vision of the Africa and India Mission work was accorded the assembly
by the reading of the reports of the
workers in the fields, followed in the
evening with, or by, a missionary sermon by Bish., J. R. Zook when the regular annual missionary offering was
taken up amounting to above $1600.
A meeting in the interest of the home
had been held on Friday evening with an offering of about $180.
Monday and Tuesday, May 21, 22,
were yet fully taken up with conferonce business necessitating evening
sessions.
The docket was finally
cleared on Tuesday evening at about
8 o'clock, when brief closing words
were spoken by the Moderator and
others, and Conference of 1917 had
passed into history,
Those in attendance began to scatter on Tuesday evening, the scatteri n g being pretty well completed by
Wednesday noon. Some of the delegations took train early Wednesday
morning while a part of the Penna.,
delegation started homeward on WedWe accompanied
n e sday at noon.
this company and reached Harrisburg safely on Friday morning May
25, where we are now engaged in takj n g . u p the threads of our weaving an e w for the days to come being retained as editor for the current year.
So far we have given a sort of
bird-eye-view or general account of
t he a s s e mbly, and was easy but if
w e w e r e t 0 undertake to particularize
a s t o w h a t was done it would be more
difficult.
When the pre-conference
program reached us we were prompte d t o s a y that the money that the

4
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conference would cost in fares and
The Des Moines Mission problem as
entertainment had been better spent to a permanent location seemed to
in feeding the starving millions of have reached a point where if the
children in famine stricken lands, effort to secure the $3000 yet owing
However when the complete program on the lot be realized in the specified
came the outlook was somewhat time, that question will have reached
changed. And yet to our mind, be- a satisfactory conclusion,
sides what was distinctly routine and
A new issue of the Revised Spiritcorrective, the distinctly constructive ual Hymns will no doubt be soon
was not of large proportion. How- forth coming.
ever, the brethren and sisters were
The answer of conference to the
together and had a good time. The petitionors for a General Conference
fellowship was sweet, and, no doubt, Fund was not wholly favorable. Our
• -any will look back to this gather- impression is that a committee was
ing as the beginning of better things appointed to thresh out the matter
in their own life, as also in the fel- more fully and report at a future conlowship of the body.
ference. We may not be correct in
The report of the Messiah Bible the above statement, but there is an
School and Missionary Training impression like that in our mind.
Home had in it .both optimism and
The Examining Board was charged
pessimism.
Perhaps pessimism with a re-statement of its duty in
should have been mentioned first, carrying out its duties as to the exAnyway there was that in the re- amination of ministers regularly at
port which was disappointing and dis- stated intervals,
couraging, but even this feature servThe petition to change date of
ed to rouse a feeling in the meeting General Conference received not the
that such a worthy institution should encouragement necessary to its being
not be permitted to go under, and this passed.
resulted in that an endownment fund
The question of Non-Resistance rewas started for its support which re- ceived considerable attention, but no
ceived encouraging support. It was steps to interview the Federal Govlearned that a former student lately ernment were taken. This because
deceased had bequeathed $3000 to of the fact that we are on record in
this fund.
So the outlook is more Washington as a Non-Resistant body,
cheerful than it was a month ago.
and in the bill recently passed and
As to the project for a school in signed by the President provision is
the middle west the sponsors were made for our exemption,
not turned down flat. Provisions
Conference for 1918 will convene
were granted looking towards the in Indiana, Elkart dist., being invittaking up of some preliminary work ed to do so by the district,
to be ready when the time comes to
Upon the request of the Canadian
have it move forward.
branch of the church the Canadian
The course in Teacher Training name, Tunker, will be embodied in the
which has been in preparation the literature and official documents, such
past year or two received acceptance as the Evangelical Visitor, Conferand encouragement so that it will be ence Minutes, etc., as a matter of
issued in book form in due time.
proper identification of the Brother-
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The paper is to continue in its
present form but sent out without a
cover. We regret that this has to
be done, but economy is the order of
the day, and as the cost of the cover is rather greater than its utility
this measure was deemed necessary.
Complying with a request received
from the United Zion's Children,
known locally as the Brinser people,
asking for space for printing Church
SOME CONFERENCE ENACTMENTS AF- News as it affects their body, under
FECTING THE EVANGELICAL
the editorship of some one appointVISITOR.
ed by them, space to the extent of
The paper will continue to be print- one to two pages was accorded to
ed and mailed at Grantham, Pa., and them for one year.
They, in turn,
the subscription price remain at $1.00 agree to endeavor to introduce the
with the request that all who can, paper to their body generally and seand are so disposed, make it $1.25, or cure an additional number of subas much more as their conscience scribers which it is hoped may reach
may prompt them to do. This plan a number of hundreds.
The relaworked very satisfactory the preced- tions between this Communion and
ing year, and it is hoped will do so our Brotherhood is cordial at present,
again.
and we hope this step may become a
As a measure to help out during bond of closer union and increased
this time of stress when materials are cordiality.
so abnormally high in price two issues will be dropped out during the
year.
As a bi-weekly it gives 26 It was very pleasant for the editor
issues in a year. Two months have to renew acquaintances in Kansas
three numbers instead of two.
It during the recent conference season.
is proposed to drop these extra num- 0 v e r t w e n t y t h r e e v e a r s ago it was
bers for the present, and send out our privilege to labor in a week's
one number bearing two dates. meetings at Bethel where the recent
Pleasant reThese numbers can then at any time, Conference convened
collections
came
to
our
mind when
when it can be done without finanmeeting
a
goodly
number
of those
cial loss, be issued again in the rewhom
we
met
at
that
time,
among
gular order.
them some who said it was in that
meeting that they yielded to God.
hood in Canada, officially.
We also labored at Abilene for a few
We have thus endeavored, in a weeks at that time, as also at Zion
summary way to give the principle a n d R o s e b a n k > a n d h a d a f e w g e r ,
enactments of Conference from mem- v i c e g a t B e ] ] e Svri
Memory alory, and may have ommitted some w wmt ^ ^
^ were
^
t
The forthcoming minutes will, of a c t i v e t h e n b u t h a y e
^
d ^
course, give full information on all
.
,.
beyond since then. We were special-

NOTES AND SPECIAL MENTION.
(Continued from page 1.)
transcends the disturbances of the
present.
Thank God for the safe
shelter and hiding place in Christ,
and that His little ones are not appointed to wrath, but will be accounted worthy to escape these things.

k—
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ly glad to meet once more Sr. Mary
Zook, Sr. Katie Hershey, now Mrs.
Haugh, and Sr. Sue Hoffman, now
Mrs. Cassel, with whom, including
Elder Noah Zook, deceased, we were
associated during the summer of 1894
in tabernacle work in Kansas.
We
were privileged to meet such as were
converted during t h a t work.
We
could not b u t also remember some of
t h e regretable things which have become m a t t e r s of history in the interval between then and now, and often
we think of "what might have been,"
had the forces which cause divisions
been restrained.
Our p r a y e r is now
t h a t these elements may a t this time
be recognized and curbed, and instead
of divisions there may come a unity
whose center is Christ, and t h a t the
"Love which is from a pure heart and
from a good conscience, and from
true faith" (I Tim 1 : 5 : Syriac version) may prevail.
This t h e apostle
says, is the end, (scope, design, margin) of the command.
WAITING.
I stood by the banks of the river;
'Twas narrow, and clear, and bright,
And the gates of the Beautiful City
Were almost within my sight.
The crossing appeared so easy;
The "monster" had lost his sting!
So I waited in holy triumph
For the brush of the angel's wing.
The "valley" was bathed in glory,
The hills wore a golden sheen,
As the wonderful sunset splendor
Fell in beauty upon the scene;
And I thought, "what a glorious ending
For earth-life's toilsome day!"
While the lights and the shadows, blending,
Made radiant all my way.
But I waited in vain, still listening
For the dip of the boatman's oar;
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What could have delayed his coming
To bear me to yon bright shore?
I was tired of pain and labor —
So tired of grief and woe—
And the prospect seemed so entrancing,
I longed, oh, I longed to go!
But instead of the boatman's rowing,
Came a voice so soft and sweet,
And I knew 'twas the voice of the Master,
With the nail-prints in hands and feet;
The man who had died to save me—
The "Prophet" from Galilee—
And I listened intent and eager
For the message He brought to me.
"Be not so impatient, my daughter,
To cross o'er the river bright,
And enter the Golden City,
Just hidden from mortal sight,
For there never will be an ending
To Eternity's golden day,
So what will it matter, daughter,
If awhile I should bid thee stay?
"Thy 'mansion' is not quite ready;
Thy earth work is not quite done;
So patiently wait, my daughter,
For the setting of the sun;
I will not forget or leave thee,
And soon thou shalt hear My call.
Let the waiting no longer grieve thee,
. For thy Father hath planned it all."
So I'm waiting beside the river
Till again I shall hear His voice,
Making all my pulses quiver
And my inmost heart rejoice.
I will hail with delight the boatman
When he cometh to bear me home;
But I'll tarry without a murmur
Till the Master shall bid Me "come."
Selected l>y Christie A. W i n g e r .

"How then shall they call on him in
whom they have not believed, and
how shall they believe in him of
whom they have not heard, and how
shall they hear without a preacher,
and how shall they preach except
they be s e n t ? "

June 4, 1917.
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CONTRIBUTED
s=============
A NAME.

= = = = =
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this waste? The money might have
been given to the poor." But if you
were sick or poor to whom would you
go for help, Mary or Judas? Mary's
name stands out in all its angelic
No need to tell her about
p U rity.
the poor; the woman who could so
i o v e Jesus would have a heart for the
suffering.
This shall be told as a
memorial of her.
Many methods are discussed as to
the plan of salvation. Would it not
better if more would accept it in
the light of the Gospel of the Son of
G o d > that we might bear witness to
the truth as the Gospel of old?
The Book of Hebrews speaks of
than that of Abel,
b e t t e r things
better things then that of Moses
though he was faithful in all his
house; better things than the sacriIt leads
ficiai offerings of the law.
the
holy
of
holies—the
offerus into
m g of the blood once for all.
we have the modern
T oday
i
i
workers,
many speculative
m rac e
theories. (Matt. 7:22;23)
But all
little
is
said
in
these
days
contoo
i
the
precious
blood
of
Christ,
cern ng
We can
T h i s i s n o t a t a n strange.
q u ite understand it because of its
importance, how Satan would send a
delusion to make us disbelieve, or,
believe a lie, for if one loses sight
0 f the blood of Christ the case is quite
hopeless. With the blood of Christ
0 ut of sight, or treated with indiff e r e nce we lose many things. (I Pet-

r . E< KRUGERJ.
We often characterize men by
there name as Abraham was called
the Father of the faithful and is
reverenced alike by both Christians
and Mohammedans. By faith he sojourned in the land of promise. One
of his chief traits was to build altars
unto the Lord.
So Moses was characterized as the
law-giver to the children of Israel,
and servant of the Lord who was
faithful in all his house, who esteemed the reproaches of Christ greater
riches than the treasures of Egypt,
for he had respect unto the recompense of reward.
By faith he kept the passover and
the sprinkling of the blood.
Joshua the servant of the Lord
said As for me and my house we will
serve the Lord, let others do as they
will.
Thus he bare witness and
made a covenant with the children of
Israel taking a great stone and setting it up, saying, It shall, therefore
be a witness unto you lest you deny
your God.
We may speak of these and other
ancient worthies, such as Samuel
David and the prophets.
In Phil.
2;8 we read of the Christ whom God
has highly exalted and given Him a
name which is above every name, the
One who was before Abraham, before
Moses, before the Foundation of the Dayton, O.
world, before the eternities.
He
,.,
took upon Himself the form of a serTBffi R i y E R Q F T I M E
vant m washing His disciples feet.
By w K
Sometimes we have a family tree,
- - SM^TH.
our name is on, but too often we go
One summer afternoon as I was
by another name.
sitting in the shade of the trees restWas it Judas that said "Why was ing, thinking and partly dreaming on

8
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the final destiny of the unsaved, a man actually fired a gun at the figure
mental vision of their lost condition on the Cross. On some of the boats
passed before me.
men were fighting and killing each
On the bank of the river of time, I other, and the lifeless bodies thrown
stood watching its swift current of off into the water. There was every
water flow by on its way to the great kind of music and all sorts of sports,
ocean of eternity.
all were following their own incliThe whole surface of the river was nations and all bent on getting all
covered with boats of every imagin- the pl< asure out of the voyage that
able description and size, from the they t ould and living only for the
palace steamer to the old Indian present.
canoe, and all filled with people of
So I looked down the stream and I
every class, excepting small children noticed that for some distance above
So busily were they engaged in all the falls huge rugged rocks were
manner of worldly sports and pleas- projecting above the surface around
ures, that no heed was paid to the which the waters madly whirled,
managing of the vessels, which were dashing the boats wildly about,
steadily drifting down the stream, to- breaking some of them into pieces,
ward the awful roar of the great falls,
The terrible roar of the falls now
over which a continual succession of filled the hearts of the people with
boats were plunging with all on terror, and they loudly called for
board.
help, but in vain for none was at haud.
Some distance up the river bank,
A great fog of mist arose from the
stood a great luminous cross, on falls like a veil into which the boats
which was suspended the form of a drifted and were lost to view, and I
man. Near the cross was an evange- could not see beyond the terrible
list loudly calling to the people in the doom that befell these lost souls,
boats, for them to quickly come aNearly overcome with the fearful
shore, or they would certainly be sight of these perishing thousands
swept over the falls below and be lost of human beings, and unable to help
forever.
They were warned of the them in any way, I left them to their
dangers ahead of them, that their fate and went up the river to the
numbers were no assurance of safety, Cross where many were gatherthat their only hope of escape from ed about kneeling on the ground as
the awful peril and final destruction though in prayer.
I was greatly
of their souls and bodies was to come impressed with the vast numbers of
now at the one landing place on all the little children and mothers with
River, at the Cross for that once babies in their arms and then I repassed their doom was fixed.
membered that I had seen no small
Some were wise enough to heed children on any of the boats; they
the call and reached the shore in had in some strange mysterious way
safety, but the great multitudes only all come ashore here at the landing
mocked and laughed at the evange- by the Cross. I was fascinated and
list, while they drifted by, saying enraptured as I gazed in silent reverthey wanted a good time while on the ence and wonder at the splendor of
way, even if they did not know where the Cross from every part of which
they were going: and one drunken a divine glory and light was beaming.
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Going up to the evangelist I
said to him, Cry louder, lift up your
voice like a trumpet that those afar
off may hear and come to the Cross
for refuge, for thousands are dashing over the falls into eternal night
and ruin.
Running down the bank to the
landing at the water's edge, I called
with all the voice I could command
for every one to quickly come ashore,
or they would surely perish if they
drifted by the Cross.
A few came
but the great multitudes passed on,
while all sorts of vile words were cast
at me, and some even threw stones
and clubs. I waded out into the water
to the nearest boats and tried to take
hold of them and pull them to land,
but the men in them beat me off with
rods and even threatened to kill me if
I did not let them alone to enjoy their
pleasure trip down the river. What
could I do to save some of these people from impending ruin that awaited
them? Seemingly nothing. I went
back to the land fell on my knees and
appealed to high heaven to save these
lost sin-blinded ones from destroying
themselves, but the people only mocked me and thought it sport for the
old man to be praying for them when
they were all right and no danger in
sight in any direction. I again stood
up on my feet, and looked down the
river at the seemingly endless procession that was disappearing from
view, and then turned my gaze up
the stream at the vast numbers on
their way toward me thoughtless
heedless of the perils before them. On
the banks above the Cross and far as
I could see in the distance were stationed many evangelists all of them
loudly calling on the people in the
boats to be sure and land at the Cross,
or they would be forever lost. I turn-

ed and went up to the Cross from
which a most brilliant radiance of
light and glory was beaming forth in
every way.
I fell on my knees among the multitudes gathered there,
and looked up at the One suspended
there between heaven and earth. An
innate spiritual conciousness impressed me that it was Jesus of
Nazareth. Blood was dropping from
His hands, side and feet.
He was
dead, and I fully realized that He had
died for me, and all others, who
would accept of the divine sacrifice
that He was making for lost sinners.
The tears flowed from my eyes as I
thought of His sufferings for me, and
this greatest proof of His love for the
lost human race, that He could give.
Kneeling there at the Cross, I again
dedicated my whole life and all to
His service for time and eternity, and
then was aroused from my day reverie.
What a strange train of thought to
pass through my mind in a mental
vision! Did it mean anything or nothing?
In an allegorical sense I think that
it might aptly represent the entire
human race in its voyage down the
River of Time, in this present life.
What, almost countless millions, are
simply living for what they can get
out of this world in the way of pleasure, riches, honor, fame, power and
glory, without a thought or care as
to the future life in the great beyond;
There are many wasted lives that
have failed to fulfill the purpose of
their creation, that it appears like it
would have been good had they never
been born. They are drifting with
the tide, without chart, compass or
any definite purpose in life, wasting
their time in pursuit of that which
can never satisfy the longing desires
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of their immortal souls. Vainly do
they think that all is well with them,
and that they are as good as Christian people, and that is just what
Satan wants them to do.
How the poor sin blinded mortals
of earth are trynig every form of
mirth, seeking for its fleeting joys of
a few brief moments, the crowded
picture shows, theaters, saloons and
other dens of iniquity are proof of.
The seed for the harvest that they
are sowing can only bring forth sorrow, ruin and eternal death to their
souls. In all of the wide world, the
Cross, and what it stands for and represents, is the only refuge of safety
for the lost human race of sinners,
for it is God's own plan for their salvation.
The vast multitudes of wrecked
and ruined souls that are lost forever on the wonderful river of Time,
eternity alone Mali reveal.
'
A PILGRIM.
siDBR.
Heb. 11: 13: "They confessed that
they'were strangers and pilgrims on
the earth." I Pet. 2:ll:"Dearly beloved, I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts
Which war against the soul."
A pilgrim is one who travels to a
distance from his own country to
visit a holy place; so then a pilgrim
is a foreigner in the country thru
which he travels: in like manner we
are to be pilgrims or foreigners in
this country, or world, thru which we
are passing.
Can a foreigner be easily recognized by those with whom he .comes in
contact ? We would admit he would
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be, and that sometimes very quickly:
Why, his very appearance, speech
and manners would betray him, and
he could not conceal the fact if he
tried. To us this means a great deal.
First, in his appearance, he has the
costume of his own land, that of his
father's.
He feels at home in it
for he does not covet the fashions of
this country; they seem odd and foolish to him, and he is not at all concerned about them, but he is interested in the home-land for he is only
passing thru.
One needs to speak to him but once
to be convinced that he speaks the
language of another land: so with
us if we have learned well the language of Canaan. We will not need
to talk long until others will recognize that we are not of this country,
' Now about his manner of life. In
this he seems to differ more widely
still from that of the citizen. As he
enter's the city one will likely be able
to notice that he is a stranger by the
way he turns the very first street
corner, and he will not venture far
before he stops to inquire regarding
Paul said to
t n e w a y \ie i s to take.
the Corinthian brethren, "Examine
your ownselves." How necessary it
is in these days of rush and deception
that we stop occasionally and take an
inventory to see where we are at. Our
experience of getting saved and
sanctified years ago will not take us
thru to the skies unless we continue
in this pilgrim way. He said he is
only passing thru this country, theref 0 re he is not anxious to become acquainted with the customs or the
business world, much less does he
crave the friendship or applause of
the people of this land.
We may
think he is very narrow and reserved,
but let him meet one of his kin and
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we will see their fellowship flows as
two drops of water, because they are
born of one Spirit.
When he puts
up for the night how does he spend
his evening or leisure hours ? Does
he come in with his pockets filled
with papers to read the news of the
day, or does he go out in society for
a good time? No, he is too much interested in the homeland to enjoy
this sort of thing; but he is anxious
for the quiet hour to commune with
his Father either by letter or phone,
If he hasn't heard from Him recently we may see him reread some of
His back letters which will sort of renew some of His promises and which
refers to their happy reunion when
he comes home: his spirit is refreshed and he goes forth with renewed
courage.
How much time do we
spend with Father in this busy age?
Are our wires connected, and have we
free access to the throne ? Do we
hear from Him occasionally, or do we
prefer rather to fellowship with the
people of this world?
The pilgrim may be abroad but his
ambitions, meditations, and delights
are on the home land; so it is our
privilege to dwell on the earth yet
live in the skies.
He occasionally meets a fellow-pilgrim, ah yes, he would go a long way
to see one of his brethren even if he
had never met him before; for there
somehow seems to be a tie that draws
together like a magnet. Is this true
of us as believers? Paul said, Can
there anything separate us from the
love of God ? And as they meet they
do not waste any time to converse about the general occurrences of the
day, for they are thinking of the errand on which they have been sent;
their Father's business seems of
such importance to them, and as they
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speak of these things it creates a real
anxiety to go home and see Him as
He is.
But the time now comes for him to
return home. Has he become so attached to this country that he can
hardly break loose to go ?
Has he
made many friends who will cling to
him or perhaps make big farewell
dinners at his departure ? Oh no, a
very few of the citizens will miss
him. We ask him how he feels about leaving the people: he says he
has had so little fellowship with them
that he has given that but very littie thought. But what of the business world ? Of this he has learned
but little. And of the political world ?
Well, from the way the people live
here he judges they are not under
much restriction of laws,
At last his Father sends the final
message for his return, and makes
mention of the anxiety of his friends
to see him. He is much enthused:
his fellow-pilgrims help him prepare,
he does not think of his voyage for
his attention is drawn to the other
shore.
We need not think of the
hole in the ground but of the opening in the sky.
His friends bid
him adieu and he is gone.
He had used but not abused, had
possessed as if he possessed not, and
when his Father called his feet did
not stick to the soil but he heard the
first trumpet call.
_'_
THE DAYSTAR.
By J. I E S T E R MYERS.
"And we have the word of prophecy made more sure, whereunto
ye do well that ye take heed, as unto
a lamp shining in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the daystar arise in your hearts."
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There were many words of pro- the vision, one which had never been
phecy uttered by holy men of old: seen before; there the blood sprinkand they were all true: but there led altar, the golden censer, the blood
came a time when they were verified sprinkled mercy seat; the cherubims
in men's hearts, and when Jesus came which overshadow the mercy seat, all
and demonstrated His powe"r, fulfill- was a new sight to the spectators,
ing many of the prophecies it was
The "Day Star" has now begun to
then the "word of prophecy was made shine in dark places, which are many,
more sure."
but of all the dark places the unWe as creatures always, when on regenerated heart is the darkest and
legitimate business, wish to walk in this is just the place for the day star,
the light of some object which makes It,shines at the same time as does
a light and these prophecies were the SUN and gets its light from it
sure; but when Christ came He be- also.
came the lamp, giving light in dark
Bless the Lord! Other suns may
places.
"Whereunto we do well if rise and set, moons may come and go,
we take heed."
sattelites move from place to place.
But, bless the Lord, there came a but this SUN, the day star never
time when the day dawned and the moves, and, best of all, HE has come
daystar began to shine in our hearts, to stay in the heart if given permisWe think just now of a great scene sion.
that was portrayed, part seen by men,
Keep the daystar shining, Christand part not seen. It was possibly ian, on and in your heart; closing the
in the afternoon, about three oclock, heart will not allow it to shine in,
and the priest was just getting ready and a cloud will not allow it to shine
to slay the lamb, to be used in the on our hearts, so let us keep all clouds
passover. Christ had been hung on of sin away, and keep our hearts open
the cross some hours before and His to the light,
time had come that He should give
Sandusky, Mich.
His life for the people. The crises
is just now at hand.
I imagine T
***•
can see the priest with his big knife
TRUE CONSECRATION,
which he used on many occasions to

slay, hanging in his hand, by his side,
with his other hand on the lamb's
head, and with his eyes and those
who were watching fixed on the consecrated tabernacle: but out on Calvary's brow a small company was
also watching, and they hear Jesus
utter "It is finished.
Father into
thy hands I commend my spirit." At
once an unseen hand graspt the veil
in the tabernacle and tore it from top
to bottom.
We imagine the knife
dropped from the hand which held
it, and the lamb wen tfree. But oh.

Tne

following anicie wa« »reptue<e

£ £ „ ™ a B t B k : ES2&*
$£2*<*£3?§
Bro Geo H n r s t
The topic, True Consecration,
would seem to indicate that there
may be an untrue or unreal consecration, but in the true sense of the
term, there is no untrue consecration,
There is, however, a professed consecration, which consists of some works
of our own and our own miserable
efforts, and broken vows, but in the
eyes of God this is no Consecration,
The word Consecration means the
act or process of making sacred or
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holy and is not something that we disaster threatened them, "Sirs the
do for our selves, it is the work of angel of the Lord whose I am and
God through the operations of His whom I serve."
No, Paul did not
Spirit and Grace.
claim himself; he was God's man, and
We turrt back to Exo. 29th., chap- he could say later on, "I live, yet not
ter and Leviticus 8th., chapter and I, but Christ liveth in me, and the
read of Aaron and his sons being con- life that I now live in the flesh, I live
secrated by Moses.
Moses in this by the faith of the Son of God who
instance being a type of God, takes loved me and gave himself for me."
Aaron and his sons and first washes
Yes, we have often, possibly, read
them which may speak to us of our these scriptures with burning hearts,
being washed from our sins in His we have had visions of heights meant
own blood; secondly, he clothes them for our feet yet untrod, songs of rewhich may speak to us of our being joicing and victory for our lips yet
clothed with His righteousness; unsung, closeness and preciousness o£
thirdly, he anoints them with oil communion with Christ yet unrealizwhich may speak to us of the indwell- ed. We have read of our being calling Spirit in the believer, and, fourth- ed into a heavenly citizenship and
ly, their hands were filled for the ser- being raised up in the heavenlies with
vice God required of them, and hav- Christ. All this seems to have been
ing waved this offering before the the glorious land lying before us
Lord, Moses again receives it from which God wanted us to possess, but,
their hands and burns it for a burnt like Israel of old, we said,"Yes it is
offering and a sweet savor before the good for Paul and others possibly
Lord.
but not for us."
Now all that these priests did was We cannot read God's word and
that they presented, by the mercies still think that He is satisfied with
of God, themselves to God in the sense having merely saved us, but He wants
of Rom. 12: 1: which says, "I be- our lives, our talents, and all that we
seech you therefore brethren, that ye have and are, to be used in His serpresent your bodies a living sacrifice, vice to His honor and glory. And
holy acceptable unto God, which is this means, of course, self-crucifixyour reasonable service."
This is ion and we are not quite ready for
all any one of us has to do in the this,
matter of true consecration.
We believe in a cross for the remisAgain and again there comes this sion of sins but none for the crucicall to us from God's* word, the call to fixion of self.
A cross for Christ
yield and surrender ourselves to Him, but none for self. Sins laid on Jein such scriptures as I Cor. 6: 19, 20: sus' body—yes, gladly, but my life
"What, know ye not that your body laid at His feet—never. We may acis the temple of the Holy Ghost which cept the cross for salvation, but make
is in you which ye have of God and it void for surrender and self- cruciye are not your own ye are bought fixion but we cannot do this without
with a price therefore glorify God in immeasurable loss to ourselves and
your body which is God's." And we grief to Him.
hear the apostle Paul so boldly say Paul saw two crosses, or rather,
when on his way to Rome, and when had a two-fold view of the same
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cross.
In Colossians 1: 20 he saw
a cross on which Christ was for him,
and in Gal. 2 : 20 he saw a cross on
which he h u n g with Christ; and when
we get to t h a t place it will no longer
be our trying to live for Jesus but
for us to live will be Christ, ,yea,
Christ will live in us.
No more our
t r y i n g s and doings but God "working in us both to will and do of his
good pleasure."
Is this abundant life for us? Yes,
all things are ours since we are
Christ's and Christ is God's.
God may have to send us worldly
disappointments, baffled plans, sickness and bodily afflictions to bring us
into this place where we are willing
to give our bodies to Him for His
service, but even then we t h a n k God
t h a t there is this abundant life for
His children t o live. And t h u s yielding ourselves, our talents, to Him we
may from our h e a r t s pray.
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sweetest music, such as no human
fingers could have produced.
J u s t so it is with our Christian
living.
If we a t t e m p t with our own
fingers to produce the fruit of the
Spirit we would only end with the
wail, "The good t h a t I would do I
cannot perform," but if we prayerfully yield ourselves to Him t h e result will be a rich fruitage and joyous service to His honor and His
glory.
A WORLD ON FIRE.
A flash of hate's flame from the dark regions came,
And it fired up the passion of man;
And the blast of its breath left a black
trail of death
Like a stormdriven blaze on the plains.

On the land, in the air, on the sea, and
down far,
Speed implements swift to destroy:
Like fierce wolves for their share, want
and famine appear,
And dread pestilence stalks in the way.
"Conscerate me now to t h y service
Lord
What if mother and child must be starved
or exiled,
By t h y power of Grace divine,
And the aged and sick pine away;
Let m y soul look up with a steadDesolation sweeps on deaf to cry or to
fast hope
moan,
And my will be lost in Thine."
And destruction and death hold full,
sway.
Frances Ridley Havergal received
a h a r p sent t o her by a friend with a Shall fierce passion kill all sense of
shame ?
letter giving instructions concerning
Shall the conscience be seared till it
the harp. Being anxious to hear the
die?
music of the h a r p she did not read
Or the Golden Rule reign so that never aall the letter b u t picked up the harp
gain
and thurnmed its delicate strings b u t
Will the great law of love be despised?
could produce no special music and
being some w h a t disgusted she laid From the Fountain above may a flood of
His love
the h a r p down and read t h e letter
Quench the fire and establish world
and found t h e instructions.
Then
peace;
she went and raised the window, placAll the hatred remove so that nations
ed t h e h a r p under the sash, and now
may prove
the breeze swept over those strings
That to live by His rule brings release.
and the room was filled with the
—Sel.
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N E W S OF CHURCH ACTIVITY
in the
HOME AND FOREIGN F I E L D S
MISSIONAEY ADDEESSES.
Bishop H. P. and Grace Steigerwald,
Eld. H. J. and Emma Frey, A. C. Winger, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Africa.
H. Frances Davidson, Mrs. Sallie Loner,
Macha Mission, Choma, N. W. Ehodesia,
South Africa.
Walter 0. and Abbie B. Winger, Miss
Hannah Baker, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Cora Alvis, Mtshabezi Mission, Bulawayo,
Private Bag, So. Ehodesia, South Africa
Eld. Isaac 0. and Alice Lehman, box
5263, Johannesburg, South Africa.
INDIA.

Eld. H. L. and Katie Smith. Euth Byer,
Saharsa, Bhogalpur dist., B. & N. Wn Ey.,
India.
D. E. and Lottie Eohrer, Eme Eohrer,
Anita and Gladys Zarger, Dauram Madhipura, N. Bhagalpur, B. & W, Ey., India.
Following? not

under F. M. Boaril.

Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Zook, Adra, B,
N. E. India.
Address of Missionaries on furlough.
Eld. Jesse and Sr. Malinda Eyster Navarre, Kans.
Mary E. Heisey, Clayton, Ohio, E. E. 1.
Lewis and Elizabeth Steckley, 211 E.
7th., St. Abilene, Kansas.
OUE CITY MISSIONS.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in
charge of Geo. E. and Eme Whisler.
Chicago Mission, C039 Halstead St., in
charge of Sarah Bert and Workers.
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, 1194 14th.,
St., in charge of Eld. J. E. Zook & wife.
Jabbok Orphanage. Thomas, Okla., in
charge of E. N. and Adella Engle, E. 3.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in
charge of W. H. and Sussie Boyer.
San Francisco Mission, 3739-20th. St.,
in charge of Sr. Lizzie Winger, Workers.
Philadelphia Mission 3423 N. 2nd. St.,
in charge of Eld. Wilbur Snyder & wife.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in
charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger, and Harvey W. and Elizabeth Hoke.
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PHILADELPHIA MISSION.
We feel to praise God for His keeping
power and for the promises He has given
to His saints. "But now thus saith the
Lord that created thee, 0 Jacob, and he
that formed thee, 0 Israel.
Fear not
for I have redeemd thee I have called
thee by thy name; thou art mine. When
thou passeth through the waters, I will
be with thee; and through the rivers
they shall not overflow thee: when thou
walketh through the fire, thou shalt not
be burned; neither shall the flame kindle
upon thee. For I am the Lord thy God,
the holy one of Israel, thy Savior."
How we ought to praise God that He
has redeemed us from sin and keeps us
from sin. These are testing times." Who
shall ascend into the hill of the Lord ? or
who shall stand in his holy place? He
that hath clean hands and a pure heart:
who hath not lifted up his soul unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully."
This passage means so much.
Clean hands, not
defiled with blood. I ask the question,
Are yours clean from giving towards a
sword fund?
Jesus told Peter, "Put up
thy sword for he that uses the sword
shall perish by the sword." Then when
you see the church of today advocating a
spirit of war.
"Pure heart;" not defiled, pure motive, spirit of love, win
souls not destroy; "Sworn deceitfully;"
can it be possible that Christians would
be deceitful ? We may fool one another
but not God; He searcheth the hearts, He
knoweth your thought and the intent of
your heart.
One year has come and gone since God
called us to this place.
Many are the
lessons learned in this past year.
The
first thing we met when we came was
the quarantine law that compelled our
family to be shut in.
Again it has become our lot to be separated by a quarantine which will de-
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prive me of home enjoyments for thirtyfive days or more from my family because of scarlet fever.
These are some
of the all things, that we said yes to,
that we did not know of.
But thanks
be to God who giveth us the victory
through Him!
As we look back over
the past year we feel to ask ourselves
the question, what have we done for Jesus? Then we are glad for the promises
in God's word.
"Cast thy bread upon
the waters for thou shalt find it after
many days.
We believe these are sifting times. Our
prayer to God is that He might sift those
of us that claim to be His saints that it
might not be said of us, "Woe to the rebellious children, saith the Lord, that
take counsel but not of me; and that
cover with a covering, but not of my
Spirit, that they may add sin to sin."
I praise God for the way He searches
out every secret act and every hidden
plan that is often used for some selfish
purpose.
May the Lord help us to die
to everything that He died to that we
may live for Him!
Some, no doubt, wonder why our report is so late coming out this month.
We had expected to hold our love feast
June 16, here, but on account of our boy
having scarlet fever we were quarantined to last till June 6, and perhaps
longer, so we postponed our lovefeast till
a later date, and did not send our report
till we knew if we could hold our love
feast.
We thank the dear brothers and sisters
for their liberal support. May the Lord
bless you all, and pray for the work here
that this coming year many souls may be
gathered into the fold.
FINANCIAL.
Report for April 1917.
Balance on hand, $28.00.

June 4, 1917.
RECEIPTS.

Bro. McBeth, Springfield, 0., $8.00;
Harrisburg, Pa., S. S., $10.00; A brother
and sister, Washington Boro. $10.00; Sr.
Ethel Haulman, Springfield, 0.. $1.50; A
sister", Springfield, 0., $ .25; Sr. Thuma
Springfield, 0., $1.00; Sr. Cassel, $1.00
Sr. Daisy Piefer, $1.00; Bro. Samuel Har
ley, $1.00; Sr. Ollie Bentzel, $5.00; Sr
Asper, $1.00; Bro. Dan Myers, $2.00; SiEmma Baker, Elizabethtown, Pa., $1.00
Sr. Frances Eosenberry, Philadelphia, Pa.
$1.00; Bro. B. Wenger, Canada, $5.00
Sr. Nevins, Phila.. Pa., $1.00; Elizabeth
and Anna Brandt, Cleona, Pa., $2.00
Sunday evening offerings. $7.04.
Total
$85.79.
EXPENDITURES.

Table account, $18,67; poor, $23.25:
incidentals, $1.48; clothes line, $ .85:
carfare, $ .80; gas, $2.50. Total, $47.55.
Bal. on hand, May 1, 1917, $38.24.
OTHER DONATIONS.

Bro. and Sr. Landis 5$ doz. eggs, Sr
Mary Stover and Martha Landis \\ do?
eggs.
Butter, chickens, canned fruit
cheese, onions, sweet potatoes and pre
serves were given by Martha Wise, Net
tie Getz, Mammie Herr, Ethel Haekman
Eva Snider, Peter Snider, Bertha Flax
Alice Deatrick.
These are from our
home town and nearby, North Hampton.
Ohio.
Yours in His service,
Wilber and Elizabeth Snider.
BUFFALO MISSION.
"Blessed is the man that trusteth in
the Lord, and whose hope the Lord is.
For he shall be as a tree planted by
the waters, and that spreadeth out her
roots by the river and shall not see when
heat cometh, but her leaf shall be green:
and shall not be careful in the year of
drought, neither shall cease from yielding fruit."
These are truly marvelous
promises, but there are no exagerations
in God's promises. Our efforts may not
yield much visible fruit and our service
perhaps not be much noticed, but if we
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are under God's blessing our lives are
truly a success.
We thank all who have so kindly and
so liberally supplied our need.
May
grace and peace abound unto each one.
The Lord has continued to give us
many tokens of His love and favor. We
know we are not so blessed that we
should in any way become selfish.
It
is our only desire to spend and be spent
in giving the light of the gospel of Jesus
Christ to others. These are days when
the blessings of divine grace should be
appreciated.
It is self-evident that
there is no place of safety outside of
God, and yet seemingly souls do not regard their danger.
Pray for us that we may not fail to
discharge our duty toward all for whom
we are responsible.
And that we may
have courage to make real warfare against sin and the devil until Jesus
comes.
FINANCIAL.
Report for April 1917.
Balance carried over, $52.57.
RECEIPTS.

Sr. Frank Winger, $2.00; Sr. Sarah Mc
Taggart, $1; Carl Sider, $2; Wesley
Heimer, $1; E. H. Carlyon, $2; Arthur
Hardwick, $2; Messiah Home, S. S., Pa.,
$10; Sr. Lydia Ringer, $50; Wainfleet S.
S., Ont., $14.21; Springvale S. S., Ont.,
$5; I. H. N., $5; John Ehlers, $5; Gleaners Missionary Society, Cedar Springs,
Pa., $5.
EXPENDITURES.
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CHICAGO MISSION.

Report for month ending May 15, 1917.
The balance carried over in the month
of April should be $56.26, instead $46.22.
Balance caried over into this month's
report is $29.20.
RECEIPTS.

Sr. N. A. Shirk, Chicago, 111., $5.00;
Bro. Snavely, Hope, Kans., $5; Ruth
Brechbill, Avilla, Ind., $5; David Kreider, Shannon, 111., $5; Benj. Winger, Vantage, Sask., $5; Sr. Wert, Chicago, 111.,
$5.00; W. H. Kreider, Shannon, 111., $5:
J. Garwick, Coleta. 111., $5.
Total.
$99.20.
EXPENDITURES.

Table supplies, $30; gas and electric
light, $4.66; screens for windows and
doors. $7.80. ! Total $42.46.
Balance on hand, $56.74.
Provisions, Phillapo Co., fruit and veg.,
Sr. Albright. Shannon, cake and doughnuts; Sr. Kreider, chicken, dandelion.
Grace and peace be multiplied unto all
saints.
Amen.
In Him,
Sarah Bert and Workers.
C,<>:SJ) H n l s t e n d S t . , C h l c n s o , 111.

ARMENIA AND ITS CROWN OF THORNS.
It is with a sense of deep gratitude to
God for His wonderful providence, and
profound indebtedness to compassionate
and benevolent friends that I am again
privileged to send forth this Report of
the Fund raised for the alleviation of the
Crown of Thorns—now upon the head
of Armenia.
In addition to the report
of February (which was an amount of
$848.76), this Report brings yet a greater and almost infinite joy into my heart
at the realization of the supreme fact that
God is still moving upon the hearts of
His children and opening the bowels of
compassion of Christian men and women
everywhere.

Light, $1.68; gas, $2.10; water rent,
$4.95; plumbing, $1.70; 6 ton coal, $45;
paint and mats, $2.50; groceries, household, etc., $21.35.
Balance, $77.50.
A donation of provisions was received from Bro. and Sr. Andrew Sider consisting of eggs, butter and fruit.
NOTE:—In our March report Sr. Nancy
Shirk should have had credit for $2.
Morrison's Cove Dist.,
Geo. and Eflie Whisler. Bish. H. K. Kreider,

:_.
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Mrs. Alex Mc Taggart,
Mrs. S. D. Doner,
i
Norman Doner,
Mrs. F. Brown,
Mrs. Pennit, .
John Heisey, '__•
Peter H. Doner,
Mrs. E. C. Cross,
Suey Hopps,
Mrs. Wedge,
Frances Heisey,
Alex Mc Taggart,
^_
Bro, John 0. Nigh,
Sister Winnefred Ballore,
Lecture at the Bible Institute of
Los Angeles,
Lecture at Long Beach,
T. M. Erb, pamphlet money,

1.00
1.00
.50
.25
.50
1.00
.25
1.00
.25
.25
.25
.75
15.00
5.00
240.00
620.00
12.00

Total,
Expense for Lectures,

982.08
39.00
$943.08

Five hundred dollars of the above six
hundred and twenty, was given to me by
a friend at the close of the lecture in
Long Beach, and one hundred of the $240
was given by a husband and wife. These
liberal and inspiring contributions, in
such a time, is due to nothing but direct
answer to prayer.
The above $943.00
were all forwarded to Charles R. Crane,
70 fifth Avenue, New York City, the
Treasurer of the Armenian and Syrian
Belief Committee; except the one hundred dollars, which was sent to some specific families as requested by the donators.
The latter amount was sent to
Constantinople; through a Swiss channel.
We again feel that this amount is infinitely insignificant to mention in comparison with the gigantic need, yet the enormousness of the want does not exempt
us at all of breaking our bottle of love
and pouring bur oil of service in behalf
of those who are yearning for Christian
comfort, and sympathy, Only forty (40^)
cents a month available to feed Armenian
refugees! Oh, what a mathematic of human agony, torture, distress, grief and
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misery! These are indeed the most tragic
and crucial moments in the history of the
dying race!
America to the aid of
Armenia!
A stirring cable gram from
Viscount Bryce from London to the
American Committee is calculated to arouse renewed sympathy for these stricken children of the east. After a tribute
to early martyrs from Nero to Diocletian.
Lord Bryce says:
"It is strange that the Christians of
Europe and America should not have
been more moved by the examples of
magnificent courage and heroic devotion
which the Armenian Christians have exhibited.
Of the one million and five
hundred thousand of Armenians who
have perished in the recent abomination
of endless butchery and devastation,
many thousands have died as martyrs, by
which I mean they have died for their
Christian faith when they could have
saved their lives by renouncing it."
Only a remnant is now left to whom
the greatest sacrifice must be extended.
It is still a remnant whose moans and inarticulate cries, afflictions and sorrows
move out across the heart of a deathstricken world.
Israel Zangwill also
pleads for Armenia.
"While the Jews
of the Pale," he says, "behold some faint
gleam of Zion upon the political horizon,
on Ararat alone no ark can rest
.
. . . I take the crown of thorns from
Israel's head and place it upon Armenia's."
May we, in view of this overwhelming
and unsurpassed need, not be weary in
well doing, realizing that in due season
we shall reap if we faint not. Yea, may
we not both by our intercession and
means as we have the opportunity, do
good unto all men, especially unto them
who are of the household of faith (the
dying Armenians), and thus share the
great joy of the Brightening East!
\
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Crown of thorns, thou dost long bore, Kelly who with wife was ordained in
My country, my home, my land;
the evening ^service.
For thee my soul day and night sore.
These services were surely blessed of
Alas! there's naught at my command.
the Lord. The unity and harmony were
Crown of thorns sharper than sword, good, and a number said it was the best
service they were ever in.
Here is a
Starvation,—I hate to name;
needy field. The people are hungry for
The sin of Turk that cruel lord
None on earth by word can frame. the truth.
A campmeeting has been arranged for
Crown of thorns, oh, cruel ever,
this coming summer, the Lord willing.
Designed to wipe thee away;
May the Lord continue to bless His work
Such horror world saw never
at this place.
Since the breaking of the day.
D. R. Eyster, Cor.
Crown of thorns hell itself hates,
Sinless infants must long endure;
FROM INDIA.
Tragic story with bloody dates
Sting of Turk, is there no cure!
To the dear readers of the Evangelical
Visitor:—
Crown of thorns so great in pain,
Fell on those who least can bear;
Once more, and joyously, greeting in
Thy martyrdom not loss but gain
Jesus who giveth us the victory.
We
Worthy thou art, Heaven's joy to frequently find ourselves so engrossed
share.
with the tasks which devolve upon Mission workers that we scarcely find opCrown of thorns, horrible to face,
It kills the nerve, blinds the eye; portunity to tell you about the things
which we do and which, though they tire
Behold thy Crown thou heroic race
our bodies, inspire our hearts much. EsHe will give thee by and by.
pecially has this been the case during the
Crown oh, not pain nor sorrow,
past month. -We saw that the hot weathWear on with, joy forever more;
er was fast coming on and we would soon
Blessed welcome of glad morrow
have to be more careful concerning the
Will find us all on Heaven's shore. heat and consequently cut off much of
M. P. Krikorian. the out-of-door work, we decided to have
Bible I n s t i t u t e of Los Angreles.
a special series of daily meetings at both
stations. We had a young Indian Evangelist to'come in and help us during this
LEEDY, OKLA.
time. For two weeks the meetings were
The lovefeast was held at Leedy, Okla., held at our Madhepura Station, concernas had been arranged for.
There were ing which you have no doubt had a reThe Christian Evangelnine who went out from the Bethany port ere this.
ist
then
came
over
here. We were especichurch.
Three followed the Lord in
ally
blessed
in
the
meetings
at this place.
baptism: thirty-seven partook of the emWe
do
not
yet
have
our
own
church
buildblems of the broken body and shed blood
ing,
but
the
Lord
helped
us
to
get
the
of the Savior.
Arrangements had also
use
of
a
very
nice
large
building
right
been made previously and the charge
given some time before for the election along the public road near our present
of a deacon. The vote was taken up on house. The owner when he learned that
(Continued on page 23.)
Sunday and the choice fell on Bro. E.
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P U B L I S H E R ' S NOTICE.

MARRIAGES.

To Subscribers:—1. Our terms are
cash in advance.
2. When writing to have your address changed, be sure to give both old
and new address.
3. The date on the printed label will
•how to subscribers when their subscription expires.
4. If you do not receive the Visitor
within ten days from date of issue, write
us at once and we will send the number called for.
To the Poor—who are unable to pay
—we send the paper free on the recommendation of others or upon their individual requests.
Individual requests
must be renewed every six months as a
matter of good faith.
To Correspondents—1. Articles for
publication should be written on one
side of the paper only. Write all business letters on separate sheets.
2. Communications without the authors name will receive no recognition.
3. Communications for the Visitor
should be sent to the Editor at least ten
days before date of issue.

KAUFFMAN.—MAUST.—On April 18.
1917, Bish. J. N. Engle officiating, there
occurred the marriage of Harry, oldest
son of John and Maggie Kauffman of Navarre, Kans., and Nora, oldest daughter
of Aaron and May Maust of Hope, Kans.
This ceremony took place at the home of
the bride's parents.
BEARSS.—FRETZ.—On May 23, 1917.
Elder Girvin Bearss, father of the bridegroom officiating, at the home of Bro.
and Sr. Nelson Fretz, near Stevensville,
Ont., parents of the bride, Bro. Chester
Bearss and Sr. Beatrice Fretz were united
in holy wedlock.

OBITUARY.

Koser.—Bro. Samuel Koser of Milton
Grove, Rapho Dist., Lancaster Co., Pa.,
was born April 26, 1874, died May 22,
1917, aged 43 years and 26 days, his
death being due to gangrene. Deceased
was a member of the Brethren in Christ
church.
His mother, wife and eight
children survive. Funeral services were
GRANTHAM, PA., JUNE 4, 1917.
held at Mt. Pleasant meeting house. InNAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE terment in the adjoining cemetery. Servics were conducted by Elders Allen BruTREASURERS OF THE DIFFERENT
baker, Daniel Wolgemuth and Abram
BOARDS.
Hess. Text Job 6: 8-12.
Foreign Missions:—S. G. Engle, 4004
Spring Garden, Philadelphia, Pa.
HALDEMAN.—David D. Haldeman was
Home
Missions:—D.
R,
Eyster, born in Montgomery Co., Pennsylvania,
Thomas, Okla.
Oct. 12, 1845, died at his home near
Beneficiary and poor:—H. 0. Musser, ftuinter, Kans., May 10, 1917, aged 71
Elizabethtown, R. R. 3, Pa.
years, 6 months and 29 days. He was
Executive Board:—Amos Wolgemuth maried May 16, 1868, to Sallie S. Hunlit. Joy, Pa.
sicker.
To this union were born four
children, three daughters and one son.
P L E A S E T A K E NOTICE
Three of these survive him, the wife and
t h a t t h e editor of t h e Visitor h a s his one daughter having preceded him to the
He was married again
home in Harrisburg, Pa., and t h a t all spirit-world.
correspondence, whether it has to do March 8, 1888, to Susan G. Schrenly. To
with subscriptions, renewals or new, this union were born a family of three
and all contributions for t h e Visitor children one of these dying in infancy.
pages should always be addressed to He grew to manhood in Pennsylvania
the editor, Geo. Detwiler, 1175 Bailey residing there until the fall of 81 when
he moved with his family to Kansas loSt., Harrisburg, Pa.
\
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eating near Hamlin where he lived until the spring of 1906 when he moved to
Gove Co., where he spent the remainder
of his life. During his long illness and
weeks of suffering he was always patient
bearing his afflictions with Christian
fortitude.
He leaves to mourn his departure his faithful wife, three daughters
and two sons—four grandchildren, a step
mother, four brothers and two sisters.
Funeral service conducted by Bish.
J. N. Engle at the Baptist church at Hamlin, Brown Co., Kans. Interment in the
Hamlin cemetery.
WOLGEMUTH—Rev. David Wolgemuth of Florin, Raphe, dist., Lancaster
Co., Pa., was born Aug. 8, 1835, died Jan.
10, 1917 aged 81 years, 5 months and 2
days.
He was confined to his bed for
almost seven months with a complication of diseases and the infirmities of old
age. He was a faithful member of the
Brethren in Christ church for many
years and served in the ministry for
nearly thirty-five years. Two sons survive. Funeral services were held at the
Cross Roads meeting house conducted by
Eld. Daniel Wolgemuth, Bish. Henry B.
Hoffer and Bish. Levi Musser.
Text II
Tim. 4: 6-8.
Interment in the adjoining cemetery.

departed was held.
joining cemeteiy.
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Interment in ad-

KRAYBILL.—John Engle Kraybill was
born in Lancaster Co., Pa., Nov. 2, 1843
and died at Grantham, Cumberland Co.,
Pa., May 15, 1917, aged 73 years, 6 months and 13 days. His wife Elizabeth L.,
two brothers, Frank of Maytown, Pa.,
and Peter of Florin, Pa., one sister,
Susan, wife of Leander Engle, Navarre.
Kans., five sons, Aaron E., of Elkart, Ind.,
Martin E., Boiling Springs, Pa., Amos E.,
Asbury Park, N. J., Benjamin E., New
Brighton, Pa., and Walter E., of Rocky
Ford, Col., survive. Bro. Kraybill died
with bright hopes of a better home beyond this life of sin and sorrow. Funeral services were conducted by Bish. S.
B. Stoner and Eld. J. H. Neisley at the
house. Interment made in the Churchtown cemetery.
Text Rev. 14-13.

MUSSER.—Sister Annie W. Musser was
born in Lancaster Co., Pa., Jan. 15, 1851,
died May 22, 1917, aged 66 years, 4 months and 7 days.
Her health had been
failing for several years and her sight
was nearly gone. For the last five weeks
she could partake of no nourishment due
to cancer of the stomach. In the midst
WILHELM.—Diannah, wife of Bro. of her physical ailment her thoughts
John Wilhelm of Bertie, died May 24, were ever directed toward heaven and
1917 at her home, Welland Co., Ont., aged she often expressed her desire to go
58 years and 4 months. She was much "home." She united with the Brethren
respected in her home life being a mem- forty-four years ago and was a very
ber of the Methodist congregation in faithful member, always attending the
her neighborhood.
Death was caused services and performing her duties well,
by abscess in the stomach.
She leaves as long as her health permitted her. She
to mourn besides her husband, five broth- was the mother of six children all of
ers, four sisters, and an aged mother, 83 whom preceded her to the "better land."
years old, left at her home with Bro. She is survived by her husband, one brothJohn, who has the sympathy of the en- er Abraham W. Engle and one sister Bartire community, in the loss of his side bara W. Engle. Funeral services were
companion in life, yet he sorrows not as held on Thursday evening May 24, at the
others that have no hope. Funeral from Messiah Bible School chapel, Grantham,
their home on Sabbath afternoon to the Pa., and on the morning of the 25th at
The
Brethrens' M. H. for service, conducted Cross Roads, Lancaster Co., Pa.
by Rev. Finney (Methodist) assisted by services were conducted by Bishop S. B.
A. Bearss. Lesson from I Cor. 15, parti- Stoner and Elder J. N. Martin. The text
cularly the last verse, Subject, "Stedfast as selected by Sr. Musser was found in
in the faith." A large assembly was •pre- St. John 14: 3, 4. Interment was made
sent showing the respect in which the in the adjoining cemetery.
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IN MEMORIAM.
"Today is a strong man fallen in Israel." (II Sam. 3: 38).
Indeed has this been true in the passing away of our late friend and brother
—Harvey L. Stump. Having been associated with him for the past year I became acquainted with him to the extent
where I appreciate his life and friendship.
His unfailing faith in God and
earnest desire to regain his health in order to labor in His vineyard were his constant subjects of conversation. Love for
the young thrilled his very being and he
labored to the last with tireless energy
that they might be successfully won for
His Lord and made laborers together with
Him.
Very well do I remember my first meeting with him and of later heart to heart
talks we had.
Indeed, it seemed at
times as though his very life throbbed
for others and his lips as he lay in the
grasp of the Reaper only uttered words
of interest in others. My life has certainly been made richer and my faith
in God stronger through having known
him.
It was not only Bro. Stump's ability to
perform that which he believed was given him by God to do that attracted our
attention but it was also the force of his
personality, his character, his inner self. He was the kind of man one
desires for a friend, a good husband and
kind father, always ready to sympathize
with and trouble himself for others.
The inspiring words he spoke from the
pulpit and also when confined to his
room make our hearts appreciate more
than ever the beauty of a Christian's life.
We truly thank God for such men as he
whose life encourages us to be faithful
even in the dark hour and trust an unseen hand.
We are made to ask why such as he
when in the prime of life and eager to
labor for God must so soon lay down their
work but the hymn which he so often
quoted—"Some day we'll understand"
reminds us that His ways are not our
ways and that He doeth all things well.
John H. Garman.
Upland, Cal.
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MOTHERS GONE.

Mother lieth cold and still
In the church yard on the hill,
Where the winter winds shall rave
All night long, around her grave,
She'll not breathe the air of spring,
Nor hear the tuneful robins sing,
She'll not feel the sun's bright glow,
Nor see the early violets blow.
She'll not join her family's play,
Through the sunny days of May,
Nor mark how God His love discloses
In the coming forth of roses.
She'll glean the yellow grain no more,
Nor taste the orchard's ripened store,
Nor see the leaves in autumn hours
Come down in gold and crimson
showers.
She hath left the love and mirth,
All the sights and sounds of earth
Long before her life's bright noon:
Must she go to sleep so soon?
Say not so, for cold and still,
In the church yard on the hill
Only her crushed body lies
For in holy Paradise,
Where the fair and sweet-breathed flowers,
Die not in the pleasant bowers
And the lovely time of roses,
Never fades and never closes,
There dwelleth mother.
Where the tuneful waters flow,
Comes no night nor winter's snow:
For the sunshine all abroad,
Is the constant smile of God.
Where the seraphs winged and crowned,
With their harps make sweetest sound,
Where the blessed angels sing
Glad hosannas to their king,
There singeth mother.
She will feel no cruel pain
She will never cry again,
For the Lord once crucified,
Who in bitter anguish died.
Comforts dear old mother.
Leaning on His tender breast,
Who the little children blest,
Waiting till her dear ones come,
Till the Father calls them home.
Happy angel, mother.
Selected by Russell F. 'William.,.
Toronto, Ont.
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NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITY, ETC.

LOVE FEASTS.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Montgomery,
June 6, 7.
Greencastle R. R. Station.
Fairland, __
June 6, 7.
Gratersford,
June 9, 10.
Martinsburg,
June 9, 10
Pequea,
June 16, 17
Come via Lancaster, Millersville and
Pequea trolley to Morton's shop.
Cedar Springs, ___
June 16, 17
Grantham,
June 20, 21
MICHIGAN.

Mooretown,
Carland,
Merrill,

June 9, 10
June 23, 24
June 16, 17
OHIO.

Valley Chapel,

June 9, 10

N E W YORK.

Clarenoe Center,
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(Continued from page 19.)
we wanted to use it for religious purposes, permitted us to use it without charge.
The attendance in the evening averaged
about forty-five. There were fifteen meetings held. During the day we went out
into the villages in every direction. We
have held nearly seventy meetings in about twenty-five different places. In all
about 5400 people have heard the Gospel.
The smallest village meeting had two listeners, and the largest one about six hundred. We received many different invitations to come to different villages and
preach. Several times some of the haters of Christ became very angry and tried
to break up the meeting by breaking in

June 16, 17

ONTARIO.

Lord give us perfect love:
Wainfleet,
June 9, 10.
To make us truly kind,
Uottawa, __!
June 9, 10.
Howiok, ______
June 16, 17. Take from our heart the bent and smart,
The carnal mind.
Walpole,
June 23, 24
All of the Love Feast announcements Lord give us perfect love;
carry with them hearty invitations to That we may holy live,
all to attend.
That friend and foe may ever know
We can forgive.
PERFECT LOVE.
Lord give us perfect love,
Take out the dross and tin:
Let holy fire burn false desire,
Make pure within.
Lord give us perfect love;
We need it blessed Lord; .
Teach us to yield and how to wield
The Spirit's sword.
Lord give us perfect love:
We need it all the while,
We need this grace in every place
And weary mile.
Lord give us perfect love:
All through and through Divine,
0 let Thy love from heaven above
Upon us shine.

Lord give us perfect love:
This, this we need the most,
0 take us through and save us to
The uttermost.
Lord give us perfect love:
Cleanse heart and head and hand,
That those who grope may see and hope
And understand.
Lord give us perfect love:
For this the Savior died,
Let those we win from ways of sin
Be sanctified.
Lord give us perfect love:
We need this grace the most,
Let tongue confess let all possess
The Holy Ghost.
-^el.
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and interrupting the meetings with argnments and insults. At some of the villages they nearly worshipped us. Several times they insisted upon us staying
for a meal which we did whenever possible. At several places they asked for
our song books in order to teach their
children the good songs which we sang
for them.
The village farthest from
here which we visited was about sixteen
miles away. A goodly number were five
six and even seven miles away.
These
we visited during the day several at a
time, and then returned for the evening
meeting here in the building provided
for them. It is needless to say that we
were tired going and coming through the
hot sun, sometimes on foot, sometimes
on the bicycle and some times with horse
and trap. Altogether it has been a hot
trying two weeks but full of glorious experiences for us and for many of the peopie.
We could often feel the direct
presence of the lord in our midst.

thicker places of the fight and win men
and women from their sins and draw
them unto God.
We enjoyed many blessed seasons with
the Lord and in His work.
For your
better understanding of our work, I shall
tell you of one day which was like several others, yet is a fair sample of the
work and the character of the people,
For some time the people of a village about seven miles from here had been begging us to come to their village and
preach to them.
At last, both to their
great delight and ours, we promised to
go; and set the day. Early in the moraing we then having partaken of light refreshments the horse was hitched to the
two-wheeled clumsy trap and brought to
the back door. Sister Byer, Sister Pauline Zook and Sister Smith jammed themselves into the trap and started.
But
they had not gone far when they were
stopped by an English planter and two
young English ladies. Unexpectedly they

Last Sunday, we shall remember as our
red letter day for some days to come,
Brother D. W. Zook from Adra together
with his daughter stopped here on their
way to the hills.
The dear ones from
Madhepura who had been over from time
to time to help in the work, all came over
early on Sunday morning. We had English services at eight-thirty in the morning.
The testimony meeting was inspiring.
Brother Zook brought to us
the Bread of Life and permitted us to
feast on the good things of the Lord in
His Word.
At about ten-thirty we all
enjoyed the rare privilege of washing one
another's feet, after which we commemorated the suffering and death of our precious Savior.
Our hearts were knit together in the bonds of love and unity,
Though our meeting consisted of but
eleven, we felt that the Lord had richly
blessed us, and we felt ready in the
strength of the Lord to go forth into the

had come to see us.
They live about
thirty miles from here. We asked them
to excuse us for the day since we were
going out into the villages. But we told
them to take possession of the house for
the day if they so desired.
This is a
custom in this section of the country
which has often proved beneficial to us,
for being belated, we have found shelter
and food in the bungalos of different
planters even though they themselves
were not at home. Brother Zook having
borrowed brother Rohrer's bicycle, and I,
taking my own, we followed after the
trap with its precious freight.
We traveiled west about two miles on the main
road, and then left nearly every trace of
civilization behind us and turned into a
small sandy country road leading off across country. Three miles of this variagated road and sand brought us to another good road which we followed in a
northerly direction for two miles until
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we came to the village of Sihaul. The
people had almost given up hope of seeing us that day, but when we came they
came running in from every direction,
The horse was unhitched and fed, and
we went in to the house of the main land
owner of the village, who had sent us the
repeated invitations to come to his place,
This man belongs to the highest and
proudest caste among the Hindus, and is
worshipped by the common classes. Yet
he seemed to feel highly flattered that
we had come to his humble dwelling,
When we had seated ourselves on two
low beds o'erspread with blankets^ the
landowner remarked that he was a poor
man, and that our coming to his place
assuredly meant the smiling of fortune
upon him. He stated that he could not
offer us anything worthy our exalted deserving, but he would gladly give us to
eat of the best which he possessed if we
would deign to accept. We assured him
that we were hungry and would be glad
to accept anything he had to set before
us, asking no questions. Then he smiled a bright happy smile and was gone at
once to attend to the preparation of the
food. In the mean time we disrobed ourselves of as much clothes as decency permitted for the heat of the sun was telling upon us. One little boy was stationed in front of us whose whole duty was
to keep fanning us.
We sang a few
songs and then rested a while.
After
what seemed to us a very very long time
the food was brought. Since there were
no knives and forks, we were required
to revert to nature and use our fingers in
eating the rice and other things. Even
the curdled milk and the cream we had
to take in our fingers and eat them as
best we could.
Over a hundred people
closed in on all sides to see the extraordinary awkwardness with which these
strangers eat.
Our every action was
closely watched.
Before eating we ex-
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plained to them all, that we were going
to pray over our food and thank God for
it. This is quite different from the way
these people do. They offer their food
to their gods of wood and stone, and
when the offering is completed they take
the food and eat it themsleves. We pointed out to them that we did not do thus.
We did not pretend to give it to God or
to gods, but we knew we were going to
eat it, and we thanked God that He had
given it to us. After we had all eaten
all we cared to, we told them to be quietly seated for we wanted to tell them about God.
For a little while brother
Zook spoke in English and I interpreted
it into Hindi for the people, since Brother Zook speaks the Bengali language,
and not the language of this section,
Then I spoke to them for a while about
God and salvation.
The sisters went
into the houses to visit the women who
may never come outside to see or hear,
One of the priests of these people became
very much incensed at me for talking to
his people about strange religions and a
different God. He tried to start an argument and thus break up the meeting, but
the Lord helped us as He always does at
these times, and the man turned away
and left us to go quietly on with our
talk.
After singing several songs for
them we stated that we would now have
to go on our homeward journey, for there
was still another large village which we
wanted to visit. The head of the house
gave sister Smith several small beautiful
baskets made of ornamental and highly
colored grass, neatly and beautifully
woven, for our little daughter, Leoda.
It was about a mile to the next village,
Word had been sent on ahead that we
were coming. Many of the people flocked about us to hear the word of Life,
There were no less than four hundred
people present at this last village, which
is called Tulsiahi.
The meeting here
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lasted about an hour, and then we turnTESTIMONIES,
ed our faces homeward. We came back
the same way we had gone and reached
™ s mornin^ l w a n t to ° ^ God and
glorify H i m for His love and
the Bungalo about five o'clock in the
g°odn<*s
shown towards
evening.
We learned that the Native
^ w o r t h y me.
I felt
Evangelist who had not accompanied us, s e v e r a l t i m e s t o & l o r i f y H i m b y **&>*
had gone out into the villages near by a f e w l i n e s f o r t h e ^SITOB, but the
and had held several meetings also. The d e v i 1 d e f e a t e d me, **t this morning as I
evening meeting was not large but a good * o o k m y P e n i n h a n d a n d ohe^d
* Sot
Vlct
thr
Jesu
p
one. We found our planter friends still
°7
°ngh
s™ise His holy
here when we returned, though they left n a m e •
on the evening train soon after we arriv* w a s converted when fifteen years of
a e but
ed. Thus the day ended, and found us ^
through not obeying God in all
all tired but happy in Him. Thus with things I did not grow in the grace, and
variations many days have been spent ' n the knqwledsre of the Lord and Savior
out among the people, for we are sowing , T e s i l s Christ. And there T stood for five
the seed beside all waters. We are de- v e a r s not willing to take the narrow path
voutly thankful to the Lord for the pri- that God showed me. Not that I had no
vilege to tell of the love of Jesus. We desire but I felt bound by Satan. I did
desire no reward.
Have we not all we not feel right with the people of God nor
would desire in seeing these poor ignor- w i t h the world either, for those desires
ant sin-sick people being drawn toward w e r e taken away, and therefore did not
the light!
eniov the pleasures of this world.
Our two weeks of special meetings are
^nt thanks be to God, when I got
now ended. The Lord has seen and heard d o w n in real earnest before God He gave
and blessed. We do not intend to stop, w°- nower to do His will and follow the
for even though the building work is leadings of the Spirit, and as I obeyed
pressing sore upon us, and the sun is be- what a iov filled my soul. But I must
ginning to make the day burn as an SPV I did not alwavs live as close and ooven, yet under the providence of God, hedient as I should and even felt, but
we intend to keep pushing the Work of God knew how weak I was and also the
the Lord. There is more work than all desires of mv heart and helped me right
of us put together can accomplish, but a^ain; for which I do praise Him.
we purpose to do our part.
The last
About eleven years ago I was led to
mail has brought us a gracious cooling trust God for the healing of my body, and
waft from the homeland.
But what ""'hen I oheved the Lord He did wondercheered our hearts most of all, was the fl^ things for me at that time, and since
news that a number of dear interested Rtill greater things. My tongue fails to
devoted souls had come together with the find words of utterance to praise Him
sole intention of praying for the Mis- with sufficiently or to explain,
sionaries and their arduous work. Will
I want to uraise Him for the glory I
not you, who read this, try to pray a lit- feel in mv soul to-day.
tie oftener and a little more earnestly
I praise Him for tests and dark seafor us ? Let us leave for this time with sons for thev keep me near the cross. I
the petition that you plead with the want to glorify God all through life
Father in our behalf.
what ever my lot may be.
H. L. Smith and Workers.
I ask an interest in the prayers of all
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God's children in my behalf that I may
remain faithful till Jesus comes.
A sister,
lizzie Lehman.
York, Pa.
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of getting out of it, but still I resisted.
I read about feet washing.
I thought
that only said "ought" to but not "must."
I tried to find somewhere something to
let me out on prayer head covering but I
could not.
To the VISITOR:—
I f e it so miserable—then I knelt down
I feel impressed to write to the VISI- a n d said, Yes Lord, anywhere you want
TOR, and by the help of God I will obey m e to go I will go. Then I got victory,
my convictions.
It was at the revival
The devil asked me where I would find
at the Mission I left Jesus come into my a ny pleasure; I could not go to parks,
heart. 0, I can praise Him for what He festivals, and so forth, but God has taken
has done for me; and yet, what do we do that out of my heart, praise His name,
for Him? How sorry I feel I kept Him
A few Sundays ago I walked to Sunwaiting so long, as He knocked at my day School, and as I was waiting for andoor so long. It was at a street meet- other girl to join me a friend of mine
ing that I felt deep convictions last sum- w a iked up to me and asked me since
mer, but I quenched the Spirit and bade when I dressed so queer. I said, Since
Him go away.
God has changed my heart. He laughed
Then I tended a revival at the United a t m e and said There's a surprise party
Brethren church. I was deeply convict- to-night, will you go along? I said, No.
ed, but I feared the people and would not i would be ashamed to go.
He said
take the stand for Christ. Then I went why? I said, God's people are not found
to live with plain people who had family a t s u c h places.
He said, You can go,
worship every morning and evening a n d n o n e of the church members will
which made a deep impression on my find it out. I said, No, I will not. He
heart. One evening they asked me to go walked away and said nothing more,
along to church. I said I would go. As Thek my chum joined me and we walked
I was trying to fix my hair like the style, down the street, and she asked me the
Jesus again asked to come into my heart. s a m e question. I said, No. Then the
I thought my clothes did not fit nice. 0 tempter said to me, No one will find it
how miserable I felt! I went to church o u t . A still small voice said, Go not
and sat on a back seat ashamed to look o n the way of evil men, Praise God, I
at any one. He pleaded so tenderly yet obeyed.
I resisted.
I thought I would go out
My letter is getting lengthy so I will
where I would not be seen. Something c i o s e .
I ask an interest in your prayer
said, No, stay here. I tried hard to keep that I may stay humble at His feet.
I
from weeping.
Then, brother Brehm f ee l very much encouraged to go on.
spoke to me. As they sang, Let Jesus
Your sister in the faith,
come into your heart, I could not resist
Susan Ebersole.
any longer but rushed to the altar. And chambersbnr^, p».
yet I did not want to take the way He
showed me. A few evenings later the
Bless the Lord, 0 my soul, and all that
Mr. and Mrs. went to church, and I stay- j s within me bless his holy name."
ed at home. I picked up the Testament
I have been impressed to tell a little
and was reading about the prayer head 0 f the wonderful love of Jesus to us and
covering and I thought there was no way by His help will do so. Truly the Lord
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is good and greatly to be praised.
He to pray for it. I did not know myself,
does so much for His children.
but the Holy Spirit is so faithful and a*
First of all I want to thank Him for Paul said, "We are more than conqueror*
His precious blood that cleanseth from thru Him that loved us."
all sin, and sets us free and so brings us
Peelinsrs left me and there was such
to the glorious liberty of the children of a darkness I did not know what it meant
Go
**but I was just as earnest and had as
I am so glad, this beautiful lord's day, strong a desire to be one of His little
that He showed me my lost condition ones as ever. One day while about my
and helped me to yield my life to Him. dailv duties I realized I needed help, so
It surely pays to live for Jesus, and I went right on my knees alone with
when Hs is our life then it is no longer I, God and talked to Him about it. When
but He working thru us which is "Christ I arose I took the blessed word and askin you the hope of glory."
ed Him to srive me what He saw I needed
0 how thankful we should be for the and these words fell before my eyes. "And
leadings of His blessed Holy Spirit.
I now behold the hand of the Lord is upon
am so glad for the way the Lord has led thee and thou shalt be blind not seeing
and for the work of grace He has the sun for a season."
It was such a
wrought in my heart. When I think of comfort to me.
0, how helpless I was
the wonderful love of Jesus and all He of myself but His grace was sufficient and
has done I must say with the Psalmist. I know I was strengthened.
It is so
"What is man that thou art mindful of sweet to trust Him for each day and just
him," 0 God.
to rest in His love.
Jesus paid the price of our Redemption
And He has done even more. He has
"He who knew no sin was made sin for so wonderfullv healed my body, also my
us that we might be made the righteous- mother and sister.
We cannot express
ness of God in Him." 0 what a blessed sal- the debt of love we owe by pen or tongue
vaion!
It gives us so much jof and hut bv His heln we do want to live a life
peace in our souls, yet not without some that will bring glory to Him and be
little tests, but thank God, for grace helnful to others. It is just like Jesus
sufficient for them all.
He told us He to do such srood things for His children,
never would let us be tempted above that Whv *re t e l l s u s i t i s H i s g o o d p l e a S T l r 9
we are able; but will always make a way to do it for us.
of escape for us, and we know that the
I will close with Col. 3 : 3, 4. I trust
Captain for our salvation was made per- w e will all be living there when Jesus
feet thru suffering.
comes.
I can say with the poet "He is a HelpPrav for me that I may be kept each
er in time of need." A few months ago dav under the blood.
I had a little experience for which I
Your sister
thank Jesus, for He knew what was best
Alice M.' Hess,
for me.
I had been so happy in His i<«"icast«, R. R. T, P».
service and knew clearly that my sins
»—*
were under the blood, but as I thought
Put away sin as it appears.
Deof the words of Jesus when He said, dfcate all to Christ and seek and
"Every son whom He loveth He chasten- waft* und p r a y until God shall come
eth and scourgeth every one whom He re- » ^ - Q > P
VOUV
bodies
temples
ceiveth." I knew so little of it I began o* the Holy Ghost. The apostles and
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their associates waited more than 40
days for the promise of the Father.
Do not give up if you have to wait
through even a longer period. God
in His way may prove and try you to
see whether you will or not seek Him
with all your heart and with all your
soul and with all patience and perseXJ
-if t .Gn xj•
verance. He will fufill His promise
in you if you do not become weary
and faint in your minds while seeking Him.—Sel.

/
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SELECTED
COUNSELS TO YOUNG CONVERTS.

***
PRAYER—GEBET.

Cleave to the Lord with purpose
heart.
Depend on Him. There is
power in Christ, there is sufficiency in
£,, . , »
„
,, ,
,
Christ for all TT
He would have you do
or be.
Some are allowed a long season of
joy on first believing, but God knows
our hearts, and how soon we begin to
depend on our joy, and not on Christ.
He is our object—not the joy. Sin

The following article is translated
by Bro. Fred Bowers from a tract
published in German by the Plymouth Brethren on Prayer.
1. When you are called upon to
pray in public worship, you should
not exhort nor teach, neither stir up
the mistakes of others; and do not
preach, but pray.
Prayer is the expression of our
wishes, and supplication with thanksgiving before God.
2. Talk to the Lord and do not
offer up flowery petitions but pray,
Do not enumerate many true things
you know, which may be alright in its
place, but not in public prayer, but
pray and supplicate with thanksgiving.
3. Do not waste time to tell again
and again how great and good the
Lord is. And do not repeat again
and again the same thing, by adding
a few different words to it, for this
is unprofitable.
And do not describe and enlarge on
everything in detail which grieves
the Spirit, and tires the hearer, for
God is in heaven and you are upon
the earth, therefore let your words be
few.
4. Pray cfor definite things, for

the wellfare of souls and for the advancement of God's Kingdom. Those
things which pertain to your personal
interest belong more to your closet
prayers.
5. Do not say so often O Lord—O
Jesus—dear Lord—0 God—0 our
dear beloved Jesus—-dear Father, and
so forth,
6. Say straight out what you
mean; be simple, natural and fervent,
and never attempt to be talkative to
occupy time only.
7. Do not make your prayers long
in public worship, rather pray oftener, when you have much on your
heart,
You may pray long in secret as
time and strength will permit: but
do not pray in public till you are
nearly exhausted.
8. Pray loud and plain enough
that all present can understand it,
for what benefit has the church if
they do not understand you ? How
can they say, Amen? ,
In conclusion, let us remember we
are to pray in the Holy Ghost having a pure heart and clean hands,
Your brother,
Fred Bowers.
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no longer remains on you, but the Cleave to the Lord with purpose of
flesh is in you to the end: the old heart. He knew how treacherous the
stock will put forth its buds which heart is and how soon it would put
must be nipped off as they appear: no anything in His place, you will have
fruit can come of it. It is the New indeed to learn what is in your own
Nature that bears fruit unto God. heart: but abide with God and you
But though the flesh is in you, do will learn it with Him, and with His
not be thinking of this, but think of grace. If you do not you will have
Christ. As you grow in the know- with bitter sorrow to learn it with the
ledge of Christ a joy comes deepen devil, through his successful temptathan the first joy.
I have known tion.
Christ more or less between thirty
If you have been getting away
and forty years, and I can truly say from God and other things have come
I have a thousand times more joy in in and formed a crust, as it were, over
Him now than I had at first. __It is your heart, you will not at once get
a deeper, calmer joy.
The water back the joy. God will have you deal
rushing down a hill is beautiful to with this crust, and get rid of it. Relook at, and makes most noise: but member Christ bought you with His
you will find the water in the plain own blood, that you should be His,
is deeper, calmer, more fit for general not the world's.
use.
Do not let Satan get between you
and
God's grace. However careless
Cleave to Christ with purpose of
heart.
A distracted heart is the you may have been, however far you
ne of Christians. When we have may have got away from Him, count
; ':, something that is not Christ, wa on His love. It is His joy to see you
iI;o away from the source of strength. back again.
When my soul is filled with Christ, I
Look at the sin with horror, but
have no heart or eye for the trash of never wrong Him by distrusting His
this world. If Christ is dwelling in love.
He has loved you, and will
your heart by faith, it will not be a love you to the end.
question with you, "What harm is
Talk much with Jesus. Never be
there in this and that?" but rather content without being able to walk
"am I doing this for Christ?" "Can and talk with Christ as with a dear
Christ go along with me in this ?" Do friend.
Be not satisfied with anynot let the world come in and distract thing short of close fellowship of
your thoughts.
I speak especially soul with Him who has loved you and
to you young ones: they who are old- washed you from your sins in His
er have had more experience in it, own blood.—Printed by request of
and know more what it is worth: but Bro. H. W. Grosh.
it lies shining before you, endeavoring to attract you.
Its smiles are
A MOTHEH'S LOVE.
deceitful still it smiles. It makes promises which it cannot keep—still it
I've never known a boy or girl who
makes them. Your hearts are too big loved and honored a mother that
for the world: it cannot fill them, they did not come to the highest destiny
are too little for Christ: He fills hea- of human beings: I have never
ven. He will fill you to overflowing. known a girl or boy y^t to turn a

^
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back on a good mother, and trample
her heart under their feet, that didn't
come to grief. God help you, young
man, to stay by your mother. She
is the best friend you will ever have.
I am going to throw this little picture
out; take it home with you, boys,
young ladies. It is not poetry, nor is
it a dream.
One calm, bright, sweet, sunshiny
day, an angel stole out of heaven, and
came down to this old world and
roamed field and forest, city and hamlet; and just as the sun went down he
plumed his wings and said; "Now my
visit is out, and I must go back to
the world of light, but before I go I
must gather some mementos of my
visit;" and he looked over into a beautiful flower garden and said, "How
lovely and fragrant these flowers
are," and he plucked the rarest roses,
and made a bouquet, and said, "I see
nothing more beautiful and fragrant
than these; I will take them with
me." But he looked a little farther,
and there saw a little bright-eyed,
rosy cheeked babe, smiling up into its
mother's face and he said, "Oh, that
baby's smile is prettier than this bouquet ; I will take that, too." Then he
looked just beyond the cradle and the
baby, and he said, "Oh that mother's
love is the prettiest thing I have seen
on earth; I will carry that too!"
With the three treasures he winged his way to the pearly gates, and lit
just on the outside and said, "Before
I go in I will examine my mementos,"
and he looked at the flowers, and they
had withered; He looked at baby's
smile and it had faded away; and he
looked at the mother's love, and there
it was in all its pristine beauty and
fragrance. He threw aside the withered flowers and the faded smile and
winged his way through the gates
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and led all the hosts of heaven together and said, "Here is the only thing
I found on earth that would keep its
fragrance all the way to heaven—A
Mother's Love."—Selected by Alfred
J. Davis, Stevensville, Ont.

"JUST AS I AM."
It was in the year 1836, that a
young girl, Miss Charlotte Elliott,
was preparing for a grand ball to be
given in her native town.
Full of
gay anticipation, she started one day
to her dressmaker, to have a fine
dress fitted for the occasion. On her
way she met her pastor, an earnest,
faithful man, and in the greetings
which passed between them he learned her errand. He reasoned and expostulated, and finally pleaded with
her to stay away from the ball.
Greatly vexed she answered:
"I wish you would mind your own
business," and went on her wayward
course.
In due time the ball came off, and
this young girl was the gayest of the
gay. She was flattered and caressed; but after dancing all night, laying the weary head on the pillow only
with returning daylight, she was far
from happy.
In all the pleasures
there had been a thorn and now conscience made her wretched.
Her
pastor had always been a loving,
cherished friend and her rudeness to
him rankled in her breast. More than
all, the truth of his words came to
her heart, and would give her no rest.
After three days of misery, during
which life became almost insupportable, she went to the minister with
her trouble, saying: i
"For three days I.-have been the
most wretched girl in the world, and
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BIBLE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
COMMENCEMENT WEEK.
Exercises at the Messiah Bible
School, Grantham, Pa.
Baptismal Service, Sunday forenoon,
June 1.7.
Baccalaurette Sermon, Sun. evening,
June 17.
Missionary Service, Monday evening,
June 18.
Class Day Program, Tues. afternoon,
June 19.
Alumni Program, Tuesday evening,
June 19.
Commencement, Wed. forenoon,
June 20.
Lovefeast Service, Wednesday afternoon, evening and Thursday forenoon.
Eld. Fred Elliot, Richmond Hill,
Ont., is expected to give the commencement address.
All are cordially invited to attend
the above services.
What must I do?"
We need not be told that the pastor freely forgave her for the rudeness to himself; nor that he joyfully
directed her to the true source of
peace.
"Just give yourself, my child, to
the Lamb of God just as you are."
This was a new gospel to her; she
had never comprehended it before.
"What! Just as I am?" she asked.
"Do you know that I am one
of the worst sinners in the world?
How can God accept me just as I
am?"
"That is exactly what you must
believe," was the answer.
"You
come to Him just as you are."
The young girl felt overwhelmed
as the simple truth took possession of
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now—oh, that I were a Christian!
her mind.
She went to her room,
knelt down, offered God her heart,
guilty and vile as it was, to be cleansed and made fit for His own indwelling. As she knelt, peace—full,
overflowing—filled her soul. Inspired by the new and rapturous experience, she then and there wrote the
hymn:
"Just as I am, without one plea,
i But that Thy Blood was shed for
me,
And that Thou biddest me come to
Thee,
Oh, Lamb of God, I come."
Little did Charlotte Elliot think of
fame or of the immortality of the
words she had written. It was simply putting her heart on paper, and
therefore the hymn, born of a mysterious experience, appeals to other
hearts needing the cleansing power
of the blood of the Lamb.
—Anon.
THE DIVINE PRESENCE.
Thou hast not gone this way before.
But there is love about thee
still. Go where thou mayest, there
is the air, go where thou mayest,
there is thy Father's love. Thou art
going home, perhaps to bed, not to
rise from it for some months. Thou
hast no apprehension just now of
what lies before thee.
It is well
thou shalt not know.
Trouble not
thyself about the morrow. If thou
art to be sick, if thou art to die, thy
Father's love will be still with thee.
Therefore go on; fear not; He can
not, will not, turn away from thee.
An.omnipresent God means omnipresent love, and omnipotence will go
with omnipresence.—Spurgeon.
Wisdom is too high for a fool: he
openeth not his mouth in the gate.

WHEN YOU NEED MEN'S
PLAIN CLOTHING
Ready made or made to order, write us for particulars stating your
needs.
We buy the woolens from the mills and make them ourselves—one profit from mill to wearer is the result. We ship them as far as the Pacific
and to Canada
KffiSH & BKO., LANCASTER, FA.
Established 1S54.
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INTERESTING TRACTS AND PRICES.
A Dialogue,
An Interesting Conversation,
At God's Expense, _.
Clean Speech,
Death Eternal,
Points for Consideration,
Prayer,
Scriptural Head Veiling,
Symposium,
:
Time Death and Eternity,
The Worm that never Dies,
Whom are you Serving?,
What We Believe and Why We Believe It,
Feet Washing,
Single Copy, .04
Lost Eternally Lost, ___
"
"
.04
Retribution,
Sanctification,
"
"
.05

.04
.03
.03
.05
.03
.03
.03
.18
.03
.03
.03
.03
.04
.35
.35
.03
.50

.20
.15
.15
.25
.15
.12
.15
1.25
.15
.15
.15
.12
.20
3.00
3.00
.16
4.50

These tracts can be had of Enos H. Hess, Grantham, Pa.

